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Gods’ Kingdom Previews as Globalized World Power Emerges

Seeing as the United Nations system was foretold early on in the Jehovah’s witnesses ministry by two

foretold placements as Bible prophecy indicates we should expect the final two placements will also be in

the Bible for they are significant in meaning in relation to Messianic Kingdom power, as all the UN renditions

have been.

It is also the rival system to appear in the original Kingdom proclamation of Jehovah’s witnesses in the

1914-1922 initial fulfillments of Daniel 12. (Dan12:7, 12:11; 7:25); It is also a unique form of world

government in the making.

In fact it is Daniel 11 that outlines the 3rd and 4th United Nations placements in a required continuum

(Dan11:36) from Daniel 11:31b 3rd UN placement to it’s 4th Un world government finality of Daniel 11:45

that clues us in on the four United nations prophetic forecasts.

The globalized form of international world government architecture, as a blueprint, or “image”, in the League

of Nations and progressing to the United Nations, is also unique in human history as well as important in

prophecy. Everyone is now familiar with the evolution of national power and it’s alliances in attempts at

extending sovereign power over other nations, especially in world wars where multiple nations are aligned to

attempt or resist this expansion. A world power polarity has formed around these vying national alliances.

Globalism Versus Nationalism as Forms of Government

But behind the scenes, not so apparent at first, another polarity between national and global power was also

forming. The national alliances and their influential divisive polarities highlighted in the world wars that

formed around mainly political and economic ideologies, aided concealment of the globalist power that

expanded as these wars played out. People became distracted by national intrigues as the globalist system

matured unseen globally.
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But now many recognize a globalizing form of world power exists and it’s final ascension is based on the

decline of the nation-state systems globally. Globalist power is the power that expands in every world war

cycle.

Thus globalist world power, and it’s first formal presentation as the League of Nations, is also unique, and is

also more recognizable today as an actual applied dynamic of world power than it was in past decades.

Globalism applied theory as a basis of world power is an international globalization development (Rev16:13-

16) whose final purpose is “gathering” national powers worldwide to become conglomerated into a world

union as a functioning world government superceding all former national sovereignties, but utilizing their

subservience to the greater global sovereignty.

=======

This is how the Revelation 17 globalist “scarlet wildbeast” shares the same structure as the

Revelation 13 national “wildbeast from the sea”, but is a globalist world government super-

structure defined separately in prophecy, yet must absorb the national sovereign structure of the

national wildbeast. (Rev17:11-18). That dynamic is also present in actual globalist world sovereign

development that also must absorb the nation-state system, making it subservient to the greater

overall super-sovereign 8th King system.

=======

Globalization and global power is not static in development, but dynamic, and world war has always aided

it’s expansion, power consolidation and even it’s concealment, but also provides the cyclic evidence of what

is really forming overall. This world war and world government relationship also became clearer over time.

This is why the League of Nations foundational presentation of 1919 is so significant in prophecy and world

history as a globalizing agency that must cyclically develop, leading in time time to full world government

upon complete globalization from that first manifestation of Revelation 13:11-15.

The League of Nations was the first formal attempt at an international conglomeration of global national

powers in concept at first, to achieve a world peace administration by uniting all the nations in this effort.

Every time so far, the world war “problem” provides the world war resolution stage for the world government

“solution” presentation. EVERY time, three times thus far. And this is no anomaly or accident, it is by design.

A fourth cycle is now intuitive, logical, and to be historical and prophetic in time.

Therefore tracking and studying these interrelated globalizing world developments, with now 100 years of

developmental history at this late stage, provides clues as to what is really going on, Bible prophecy further

affirms it, for God foretells the entire trek of mankind to the grand finale at Armageddon, where world

government must lead. (Rev16:13-16; 17:12-18; Dan11:45; 12:11);

All four United Nations renditions are contained in Bible prophecy. (See the UN 4 Cycles List or

Graphic)

Globalism Versus Nationalism in the Bible

The Bible has been tracing national power since a type of global conglomeration was attempted in Genesis



11 around 4000 years ago, from the Genesis 10, “70 nations” national roots in the Babel “Tower of Babel”

account. (Gen10-11) A divine intervention was triggered by that first world government attempt as God

scattered the nations by means of a language confusion. It is good to keep in mind, globalizing and

centralizing world power has always sparked a divine reaction in time. (Gen11:1-9; Zeph3:8-9)

God has been tracking that sovereign development in the scattered nations after that event in a continuum

through Daniel and Revelation. That continuum is outlined in enough detail to fully identify the subsequently

maturing national world power players since Babel and Egypt. The Bible has formed a national power

progression of prophecy that is now mostly also world history.

In time, upon those structured prophecies, the Anglo-American seventh world power of national alliance

significance has been identified fully as the terminus of the [national] based progression. (But that is not the

end of the sovereign escalation.)

The national power tracking of the Bible is complete in these seven world powers as the “seven heads” of

the wildbeast as national powers, but another form of world power, globalized world power, is also shown

in the completed sovereign symbols of Daniel 2, 8, 11 and Revelation 13 and 17. The whole respective

Biblical symbol has globalist sovereign meaning greater than the sum of it’s national parts.

Thus national power is not the end of the world power development, a complete conglomeration of

ALL the nations also is to develop, and globalization aids that conglomeration. Thus we are at a

critical period of Bible prophecy and world history as globalization must proceed to world

government.

Distinguishing this climactic difference in world power and it’s potential global scale is important.

The known seven world power national lineage traced in Daniel and Revelation as (1) Egypt, (2) Assyria, (3)

Babylon, (4) Medo-Persia, (5) Greece, (6) Rome and the (7) Anglo-American alliance is now not difficult to

substantiate in world history patterns matching prophetic patterns.

By Daniel’s identifying Babylon, Medo-Persia and Greece by name (Daniel 2, 8:20-21), and the Roman

world power being identified in the national context of the Apostle John’s time in Revelation 17, the

sovereign extension to the Anglo-American national alliance world power has been fully established from

those historic benchmarks.

(Revelation 17:10) And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is (6: Rome in John’s day), the

other has not yet arrived (7: Anglo-America), but when he does arrive he must remain a short while.

By showing the seventh world power has a short life span, John raises a question as to who then is the 8th

King? Why 8th in the progression? If there are only seven heads on the wildbeast, how is an 8th world

power also to become present?

(Revelation 17:11) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but

springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction.

So an 8th world power is in line, related to the seven, but final in this ascension.



We know the 8th King “springs from” the seven world powers previously stated. In fact the 8th is the

globalized combined power of all seven, all the nations of earth are eventually conglomerated into the 8th

King totality of world government. (Rev16:13-16) The WHOLE “scarlet wildbeast”, not a mere “head”, is the

8th King and that is how there is an 8th world power, it is a combine of ALL of the base national powers.

That is also why there is not an eighth “head”, the whole “scarlet wildbeast” is the whole 8th King.

Daniel 2, 7, 8 and 11 can thus be mapped into place in the overall sovereign progression connecting to

Revelation 13 and 17 by knowing these seven national world powers to arise are now easily identified on the

world scene now, and that they have a final conglomeration destiny in this final globalization culmination. By

this extension Daniel’s sovereign progression is aided by the final clues in Revelation 17.

By understanding the totality of globalization as the 8th King basis of comprehensive world power

conglomeration, ALL the sovereign symbols’ total picture also takes on an ultimate whole meaning of the

globalized wholeness of the entire symbolic entity.

The whole King North is the 8th King. The whole “King of Fierce Countenance” is the 8th King. The

whole Daniel 2 “immense image” is the 8th King. The whole “scarlet wildbeast” is the whole 8th

King!

8th King Sovereign Completion Unclear

It is the 8th King designate, whose well known “image of the wildbeast” first appeared as the League of

Nations, that has been in globalization progress, but is still at a point of incompletion in a number of ways.

(Revelation 13:11-13) And I saw another wild beast ascending out of the earth, and it had two horns

like a lamb, but it began speaking as a dragon. 12 And it exercises all the authority of the first wild

beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those who dwell in it worship the first wild beast,

whose death-stroke got healed. 13 And it performs great signs, so that it should even make fire

come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind.

(Revelation 13:14-15)  And it misleads those who dwell on the earth, because of the signs that were

granted it to perform in the sight of the wild beast, while it tells those who dwell on the earth to

make an image to the wild beast that had the sword-stroke and yet revived. 15 And there was

granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should

both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild

beast.

The incompletion is that a world government is not complete at this time as a true King 8 fully deposing the

national powers in global sovereign authority (Rev17:12-18), because the required globalization process is

also incomplete. Therefore true world government is not complete.

In a similar manner of incomplete understanding of this process, Jehovah’s witnesses and others are not

comprehending the difference between the 8th King “image” and it’s full functioning world government to

complete around that “image” as the complete “scarlet wildbeast” and full 8th King global super-sovereign.



An “image” and a world government are NOT the same thing.

Jehovah’s witnesses do not grasp the meaning of globalization culminating into world government, and the

requirement of that completion, and the implied years it takes to culminate. By that Jehovah’s witnesses also

do not comprehend the certainty of a final cycle needed to produce a complete world government.

The “image” precedes world government as a picture of it. Thus Jehovah’s witnesses are not completing the

globalization aspect outlined in prophecy (and globalist dynamics), and how it completes the 8th King as

world government. All these developments require a final cycle for completion. (Rev10:6-8).

The United Nations in itself is but the “image” of the wildbeast that must complete over that final cycle as a

full bodied global government. That has not occurred yet, nor will it happen over night.

The United Nations is not a complete rival sovereignty yet, but just the international forum of it’s progressive

development whose UN charter is only the conceptual blueprint of it’s design into eventually and actual full

world government. It’s full completion and implementation must require a final cycle of development, and

that is all in the prophecy already. An 8th King world government will include, but surpass the UN scope of

power and global presence.

As before, some type of global tribulation aids the process. Jehovah’s witnesses are not realizing this final

tribulation cycle births full world government as shown in the three previous UN presentation cycles after the

world war phase resolves. Contrary to JW delusions it does not lead directly to a premature end of the

world, just the end of nation-state sovereign autonomy.

For this reason of 8th King incompletion, in effect a non-existent full 8th King as of now, for Jehovah’s

witnesses to be expecting a return of Jesus Christ to also complete the Messianic Kingdom portion of his

earthly sovereignty, is also premature. Christ cannot arrive upon an incomplete 8th King rival, they are not

ready yet. (Joel 3:9-12; Eze38:7); Christ cannot arrive to depose a non-existent complete rival sovereignty.

A complete (Dan11:45; 12:11), functioning (Rev17:12-18) and stated (1Thess5:1-3) 8th King world

government must fully exist before Christ can arrive to depose a then completed rival sovereignty, as

foretold.

Christ cannot arrive to depose a mere “image” of world government.

And in that incompletion of prophecy and plain logic, Jehovah’s witnesses are now in a pickle. Instead of a

final cycle of prophecy and 8th King worldwide development to completion of the whole, Jehovah’s

witnesses expect the world to ” end any day now”. Of course given the state of incomplete prophecy,

incomplete 8th King, and incomplete Messianic Kingdom 144000, that is impossible.

This is why the Bible, on the other hand, fully describes all four 8th King key “placement” developments,

including the final cycle of a number of final years of this 8th King world government completion process of

the future.

Why Are Jehovah’s Witnesses in this State of Deluded Incompletion?



In effect Jehovah’s witnesses do not understand a final 8th King world government cycle is required to form

that 8th King world government completion, and it is all foretold and mapped in prophecy – also unknown to

Jehovah’s witnesses.

3rd UN Placement Diversion

Jehovah’s witnesses are not understanding the significance of the fourth UN placement and it’s

fourth and final cycle of the future, because Jehovah’s witnesses are unaware of the 3rd UN

placement of 1990, and that it was also foretold in prophecy (Dan11:31b, 8:23a), as were the first

two UN placements foretold in prophecy.

In effect Jehovah’s witnesses, and the ministerial audience affected by them, are unaware of the 3rd UN

(Dan11:31b) and 4th UN (Dan11:45) placements that have begun the final Daniel 11:30-45 continuum to

8th King world government in 1990 3rd UN placement, because Jehovah’s witnesses, by Bethel diversion,

have missed the significance of that 3rd UN placement of 1990. (That diversion is also foretold);

Jehovah’s witnesses have no idea the UN has four cycles and that all of them are in guaranteed

prophecy.

Jehovah’s witnesses are also unaware the Daniel 11:27-45 King North can only be the 8th King, and that his

success is required by the prophecy from Daniel 11:30 to Daniel 11:45 as ONE continuous King North

identity for the final two manifestations:

(Daniel 11:36) “And the king will actually do according to his own will, and he will exalt himself and

magnify himself above every god; and against the God of gods he will speak marvelous things.

And he will certainly prove successful until [the] denunciation will have come to a finish; because

the thing decided upon must be done.

USSR Must Also Fail as King North

When the USSR dissolved and Russia “cold” ” surrendered” in UN membership capitulation, that Daniel

11:36a “the king” was defined in the 3rd UN placement – NOT the USSR failure. Only 8th King power could

be collectively involved in that 1990 3rd UN placement:

(Daniel 11:31) And there will be arms that will stand up, proceeding from him; and they will actually

profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature]. “And they will certainly put

in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation.

Thus since 1990, King North can only be the 8th King made clear at their 3rd UN placement of 1990,

after the Cold War resolution.

Bethel Strikes Out

1. And this is also the point Bethel diverged from commenting on United Nations activity that fulfilled critical

prophecy.



2. This is also when globalization was deemed by Bethel as insignificant to explain as a world government

forming process in action in notable manner since 1990.

3. This is also when Bethel joined the UN as UN NGO and instead secretly engaged in a 3rd UN placement

“New World Order” co-proclamation for a decade covert (Awake! 9/8/1991), while concealing the meaning of

the Daniel 11 King North prophecy with USSR fiction.

Bethel Joins the “New Word Order” Campaigning

In those ten years of Bethel UN NGO articles are 3rd UN placement global proclamations quoted for the

effect of placing the “disgusting thing” at Bethel and in the anointed Christian “temple” (Matt24:15) and

associated ministry now profaned by this collusive Bethel “operation of error”. (2Thess2:1-4);

Covering up prophecy at Bethel also continued as the 3rd UN placement prelude developments, key UN

placements, and apostasy developments of Daniel 8:11-25 and Daniel 11:30-35 parallels were purposely

interpreted with now invalid WW2 era meanings to conceal reality. The delusion national power is the “end

all” of the Bible sovereign progression was also maintained.

This is why Jehovah’s witnesses do not perceive the significance of the 3rd UN placement. By that diversion

the 3rd and 4th foretold UN placements in Daniel 11:30-45 and Daniel 8:23-25 are unknown in actual

significance to Jehovah’s witnesses.

Jehovah’s witnesses do not comprehend the UN has four foretold manifestations.

The World War to World Government Presentation Pattern

But from the Cold War resolution at global scale that provided the presentation stage of this 3rd UN

placement in 1990, we see another striking pattern has emerged:

World war resolves into a world government presentation, now three times.

The United Nations used a world war resolution to again, a third time, present a UN world government

rendition in 1990, and all of them have been foretold in prophecy as world war is also a feature leading to

each UN presentation:

1. 1919 – Rev13:11-15 (Dan12:11 first fulfillment) as League of Nations after WW1;

A. International Bible Students Association (IBSA) explained as prophecy;

2. 1945 – Rev17:8-11 as United Nations after WW2;

A. Jehovah’s Witnesses (JW) explained as prophecy;

Unknown to Jehovah’s witnesses:

3. 1990 – Daniel 11:31b as United Nations “New World Order” Initiative after WW3 (Cold War)



(Dan11:29);

A. Covered up by Bethel as UN NGO, not explained as prophecy by any religious group, including Jehovah’s

witnesses;

4. Future – Daniel 11:45; Daniel 8:25; (Daniel 12:11 last fulfillment) as United Nations and World

Government after 4th world tribulation/war cycle to come.

A. Not currently explained by Bethel in lieu of a premature “end of the world” deception.

B. To be explained after the JW temple judgment desolation, purification and removal of lawless Bethel

engineered subversion (2Thess2:1-4; Dan11:30-31; Dan8:11-13);

(See included image for a graphic of the significance of these 4 UN cycles);

Bethel Apostasy Aids Concealing the Final Two UN Placements

But as we see not all of those United Nations placements have been explained by Jehovah’s witnesses, only

the first two. In reality the Jehovah’s witnesses ministry really only has validity up to 1945 prophetic

meaning. And the final period of the ministry is fully deluded and enabling a Bethel hoax of an interpretation

that will only cause dire confusion in Jehovah’s witnesses when this final cycle begins in earnest.

Apostasy is the only way such a critical UN tracking assignment could have been lost so thoroughly in

Jehovah’s witnesses.

Indeed the same key prophecies Bethel covers up now with fiction, also include the very details of their

apostate activity, 8th King compromise, and 8th King final developments all manifesting concurrently in

prophecy and history. All that covered up 8th King activity develops with this foretold Bethel apostasy and it’s

critical locale in the Kingdom ministry, subverting it – and the prophecy already describes it. (Dan8:11-14;

Dan11:30-35);

Both Daniel 11:30-31 leading to the 3rd UN placement (Dan11:31b) with Bethel’s UN NGO collusion, and

Daniel 8:11-14 leading to the UN NGO indictment (Dan8:13) and the Bethel subversion allowing it (Dan8:11-

13), to result in the temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14, all reveal Bethel’ true condition, how it formed, and

it’s foretold UN alliance. Critical final 8th King developments are also explained by the prophecy concurrent

with that Bethel apostasy in those now well concealed prophecies. (Dan8:12b);

For Bethel to simply ignore the 1990 3rd United Nations global presentation as insignificant, after no UN

activity of special note fulfilling prophecy since 1945, is also suspect. That Bethel joined the UN “New World

Order” proclamation is of course an astounding red flag of apostasy of serious magnitude internal to Bethel.

The Bethel UN NGO is not a random coincidence simply “for a library card”. It is part of the

prophecy at Daniel 8:13 “transgression causing desolation” as the parallel Daniel 11:30-31 Bethel

8th King collusion and Daniel 11:32-35 continued Bethel stumbling apostasy. It is at Bethel where

the UN NGO “disgusting thing” is “standing” as per discernment of Matthew 24:15.



Like the world’s lack of perception of the three world wars already, including the unique “Cold War”

(Dan11:29), as being connected to a greater world government objective, forming a 1-2-3 continuum of

world war in some form since 1990, that all resolved into a UN presentation all three times, Bethel adds to

the misinformation and truncation of this important cyclic feature of globalist development.

Bethel also helps conceal the basic dynamic that led to a world government presentation in all three world

war cycles, and the use of the cycle for that purpose.

Now the Global War on Terror, as another unique but stated world war (Dan11:29), a FOURTH, also falls

out of public perception as now a fourth world war cycle in unique form for the second time after WW2, is

present in this now 1-2-3-4 continuum of world war.

Now the world war cyclic repetition is also 1-2-3-4. All that is missing is it’s possible escalation and then

resolution into the 8th King world government fourth and final presentation. The United Nations 1-2-3-4

cycles to world government will follow the world war 1-2-3-4 cycles to development and resolution ending in

world government. Clearly it is not “the end” yet.

Daniel 11 Unique World War Marker

Now we see what the Daniel 11:29 clue is really describing with regard to 8th King King North mode of

development employing now unique world war forms to facilitate the final two UN renditions, of which the

“Cold War” is notably unique:

(Daniel 11:29) “At the time appointed he will go back, and he (8th King/King North) will actually come

against the south (national power system); but it will not prove to be at the last the same as at the

first.

The last phase of the overall world war formula cycles has two final world wars of now unique deployment.

Ultimately, they all resolve the same way; into a UN presentation. The final cycle will produce the final world

government emergence (Dan11:45; 12:11) as the final global tribulation/war period resolves in the future as

per Matthew 24:29.

Thus the final cycle (Dan11:42-45), and it’s key 8th King dynamics, are present in prophecy.

Globalism Versus Nationalism – The Ultimate “North” and “South” Polarity

Daniel 11:27-45 is actually now the simplified understanding the true world power development and global

scale bi-polarity to be aware of is national power and globalized power as the final and actual global polarity

of the end of Daniel 11.

Now the Kings “north” and “south” “locations” meanings have simplified into the two main polarities of world

power, as national and globalist, but at global scale. As the basic polarity simplifies, it’s global scale and

magnitude of impact goes worldwide.



The global “king” “south” national collective, now under 7th King national Anglo-American semi-domination

worldwide, and the apex “the King” (Dan11:36a) as “king” “north” of globalized power, now assumes the

globalist form of world power that will consolidate and conglomerate all of the national sovereignties into

globalist super-sovereign world government.

Logically Daniel 11:27-45 ends into a world conglomeration of all the “King South” national powers into

globalist 8th King “King North” totality of sovereign power worldwide. The “south” literally declines as the

basis of the “north” final ascension.

As of now, neither King South or King North assume total world dominion. King South Anglo-American

nation-state systems will not achieve this pinnacle “north” of globalist world power. Instead they will be the

chief national entities to become subservient to total globalist power, into which conglomeration all the

nations must follow suit as King South “lands” and sovereign domain. (Rev16:12-16; Rev17:12-18);

In no way will anything less than ALL the “united nations” form the pinnacle of “north” world power as

globalization culminates into world government. Scattered national powers and limited alliances of national

powers such as the USSR and the Anglo-American national alliance, will never assume the height of “King

North” global power as the globalist 8th King world government and it’s collective unified base of all the

nations will. Neither will any national power, like Russia or China, achieve this totality of globalized dominion,

they will instead become subservient to it by globalization. (Rev17:11-18; 16:12-16);

It is divine prophecy that is actually finalizing the understanding before it occurs in relation to known

globalization dynamics of the world system. And this is how the four of four United Nations foretold

placements aid that awareness. It takes four cycles to eventually achieve full world government. It is also the

Biblical “four square” principle of earthly completion at work in these four cycles.

This is why the United Nations four cycles leading to that apex completion of the future, and it’s required

final cycle is so important to understand now.

Bethel’s Main Daniel National Delusions and Smokescreens

This is also why apostate Bethel is plainly exposed as attempting to represent this globalist final super-

sovereignty as limited and incomplete national based alliances in the USSR (Dan11:31-43) and the Anglo-

American national based limited world power (Dan8:23-25) in those respective prophecies.

Instead, in world reality, those Daniel 8 and 11 prophecies are actually foretelling the globalized culmination

of 8th King world government development and completion and it’s final cycle also foretold in the process as

Daniel 11:42-45 and Daniel 8:25.

Bethel is merely the King North compromise of Daniel 11:41 as the matured developments of Daniel

11:30-35, and Daniel 8:11-13. (Matt24:15); Daniel 11:41 at Bethel is as far as Daniel 11 has fulfilled.

Bethel further exposes this illogic and inconsistency in attempting to tell the world the United Nations

“image” is a finalized 8th King ruling global super-sovereignty, which the UN “image” alone is not the

complete picture of global government in that international forum alone.



Bethel is also promoting the delusion the 7th King and the 8th King rule concurrently. In fact, in world reality

of national versus globalist power they cannot rule at the same time.

It is the 8th King who must end up dominating the global national sovereign powers in decline (Dan11:42-

43) to meet this purpose as the 7th King (and the global nation-state system) is deposed (Rev17:11-18) into

the 8th King conglomeration (Rev16:13-16) at global scale, not destroyed, but in ultimate subservience to

the globalist super-sovereignty.

In world reality the 8th King will truly be the 8th and last “King” of human and dragon origin. (Rev12-13, 17);

The first three phases of the United Nations “image” cyclic development (Rev13:11-15) into finally a world

government nucleus with eventually a full fledged world government true 8th King “scarlet wildbeast”

worldwide super-sovereignty, is not an immediate completion of world government. The fourth cycle will

achieve that world government completion.

Hence the UN “image” alone is not a complete 8th King but only it’s “designate” foundational system in

development and this is why it is called simply “the image” “of the wildbeast”, it is not fully that “scarlet

wildbeast” globalist world government totality, just a central portion of it’s required completion.

The full 8th King global sovereignty is yet to come, as is his fourth and final cycle of development

towards that world government objective.

In it’s formative state neither the UN or the various vying national alliances form a complete world

domination but only a now recognizable bi-polarity of that forming power process. The real super-sovereign

8th King domination comes at the end of the fourth cycle.

Globalist World Developments Hard to Detect

In the first two UN cycles (1914-1945) globalization is scarcely evident to most people. By the the time that

three (of 4) UN cycles (1914-1990) complete and after, the globalizing power center becomes more evident

as a forming supra-national world power system in itself. That globalist development has been cloaked for

decades to many peoples’ and nations’ awareness by all the world war national and ideological/religious

distractions in the national intrigues that distract the nations’ attention in those periods and between them.

=======

This is why the world government “image” architects in the globalist “two horned wildbeast” do

not draw attention or worship to themselves (Rev13:11-15). They are secretive and hard to detect at

first. The “two horned wildbeast” are globalist Anglo-American elite supra-national powers and

operate in highly secretive methods of development. (see Dan8:23-25, Dan11:36-39);

In the erecting of the “image of the wildbeast” only the “image”, the national (Rev13:1) “wildbeast
from the sea”, and the globalist “scarlet wildbeast” UN representation (and eventually world
government itself) (Rev17:1-18), draw worship directed to the dragon. (Rev13:2,4,11-15)

The globalist “two horned wildbeast” remains concealed as long as possible. Bethel, obscuring

that true globalist identity with distracting national interpretive insignificance, also aids this



concealment and it’s world government developmental secrecy is also concealed as to prophecy

and world developments right from Bethel’s engineered Daniel 8 and 11 “theology”.

=======

In effect the national historic minutia and ideological/religious global divisive influence form the overly busy

distraction of what is actually nationalism versus globalism as the final basis of world government and global

power. The divided national kingdoms are thus set for a united globalist sovereign conquest drive in a final

UN cycle, but the conquest is the final conglomeration of all the nations into that 8th King super-sovereignty.

(Rev13:16-18; Rev16:12-16; Rev17:11-18);

This is how in Daniel 11:40 these two “north” and “south” polar world power kings – as national based

“south” and globalism based “north” power systems – engage in a “pushing” not complete domination, but

by Daniel 11:42-43 it is the King North globalists who assume the global wealth consolidation control leading

to Daniel 11:44-45. (Daniel 11:30-35, 11:36-39, 11:40-45 are roughly concurrent, not fully sequential);

Thus the sheer magnitude of the coming 8th King final world power drive and it’s guaranteed consolidative

success means a number of final years are involved in this final cycle as outlined in Daniel 8:14 unique

fulfillment and Daniel 12 final fulfillment timed periods. From 8th King final cycle activation as Daniel 11:42-

43 to it’s conclusion, as Daniel 11:44-45 must converge with Daniel 12:11 final fulfillment meaning, the

fourth United Nations 8th King completing cycle is already in prophecy, as were the previous three.

The final cycle must begin in the near future as Daniel 11:42-45 activation. The Daniel 11:41 Bethel internal

condition will result in the first 8th King “trampling” of Daniel 8:13 as enabled by the UN NGO “transgression

causing desolation”. In that coming judgment of Daniel 8:13-14, the final cycle will be marked with the

judgment first upon Jehovah’s witnesses (1Pet4:17) to signal the start of that final cycle in the spiritual

dimension.

Thus it will be unmistakable in the final cycle features of the prophecy as to when the final cycle has begun.

=======
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